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DHB which is actually called Dihydroboldenone, also known as 1-Test Cyp, is actually not a
Testosterone at all, and is more closely related to Boldenone (Equipoise) than anything else. It is worth
noting, that although DHB is similar on paper in structure to Equipoise, it is NOTHING like Equipoise
in the way it acts with the user, eg Side. 1Ml Cyp 2ml DHB brewed at 100mg/ml Without a baseball in
my quad. The PIP sticks around for a while too, usually a compound hits me for MAYBE a day.. and I'm
gtg.. Currently I'm hitting 2.5 ml shots of 1ml test, 1.5 DHB and the PIP isnt bad at all. I would not want
to double the concentration and throw EO into the mix, personally. As for sides.
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GP 1-Test Cyp is a product that contains 200mg of the Dihydroboldenone Cypionate. Anecdotally some
users have indicated that post-injection pain with dihydroboldenone can become an issue for some.
Diluting the drug with either another injectable drug or some other type of sterile oil seems to alleviate
at least some of this discomfort.

DHB is also known as dihydroboldenone, it has its own classifications like DHT's are. They call it
1-testosterone, it really confuses peopl. Blitz. February 15, 2019. Never heard this name for 1-Test Cyp,
there is a reason why no one really uses it. Things go through phases because people always want to



look for the new thing or the secret. my sources

1-testosterone (dihydroboldenone), or DHB for short, is an anabolic steroid that has some unique
properties of interest to bodybuilders. Interestingly, in spite of the fact that the name can be confusing, in
no way is DHB testosterone. In fact, it is simply the 5alpha reduced form of Equipoise (boldenone),
which acts in a completely different way.
I just would like to tell everyone that I am in week four of using DHB ( I call it that because the name
1-test cyp always gets people thinking its test cyp). I am having a great very lean bulker so far. The stuff
is painless, contrary to everything i have read about it. My strength is through the roof starting about 2-3
weeks in.

https://publiclab.org/notes/print/28039


Dihydroboldenone (DHB), aka 1-testosterone (this
product: 1-TEST CYP), is a 5α (5-alpha) reduced form of the steroid boldenone. The 5α-reductase
enzyme is famous for reducing testosterone to DHT in humans, but with boldenone this reduction
doesn't work so well due to extremely low binding affinity. Intro 1-test cyp cycle: 1-4 Oral of your
choice based upon your goals 1-14 500mg/wk Test C 1-14 500mg/wk 1-test C (DHB) 15-17 (Test P
taper into PCT) 100mg EOD 1-17 50mg Provi ED (AM/PM) PCT protocol of your choice. Notes on the
above cycle: The more I think about it, I like the addition of an oral to kick this cycle off.

I wish I had more info about the
actual administration of the DHB (how it was prepared, oral vs IM, solvents and carriers used). Let's say
a friend of mine really enjoys 1-test cyp for contest prep. Another friend uses it for strength sports and
gets a good boost in strength from 1-test cyp. read more
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